
VIDEOS

Our video recordings now have a max
record time of up to 4 minutes on any
button!  Record directly within our
apps, or upload from your camera
roll.  We extended our record time to
capture full songs, video clips from
movies, or favorite YouTube videos,
per request of a very special 18 year
old of ours who persuaded us.  We've
had a blast uploading content to her
iPad to watch and listen to anytime
she wants, conveniently, right before
their internet went out for two weeks! 

MESSAGE WINDOW

We have enhanced our Message
Window feature.  Prior to our last
update, our Message Window would
not allow duplicating selections.  This
helped decrease stims from the
populations we primarily worked with.
As shifts in therapy have occurred,
especially post-pandemic, we are
noticing an increasing need for
reading and spelling support.  We
unlocked our Message Window to
allow 2 duplicating selections at a
time for spelling support.
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What's New?

AUDIO RECORDINGS

Our new audio recordings feature has been a ton of fun to use in therapy these
past few weeks. It’s quite a game changer.  We love how our little ones enjoy
hearing the voices of other little ones they don’t even know. They are very drawn
to the audio recordings. Some audio recordings are for speech help and some
are just for fun. But all carry meaning, emotion, and support.  Read more...

FEATURED BOARD:  WORK PROGRAM VOCABULARY

Whether it's to convey to others what they did during their work day,  ask for a
needed item in the workplace, indicate a problem with a piece of equipment,
or tell a future employer about their work experience, using the proper names of
items used in the workplace is a valuable skill. The WORK PROGRAM
VOCABULARY board provides a fun, visual way to practice naming
workplace items and equipment.  Responses can be vocalized, signed, typed, or
written.  The vocabulary board shown here is part of a JOB SKILLS board
set originally designed for students in a clerical services work program
designed for students age 18 - 22. Eight items can be presented on each page.
 Additional pages can be added by going into the edit menu (holding the
settings gear for 5 seconds) and selecting "add page." If a smaller field of items
(ex. 3 items) is preferred , the HIDE/SHOW feature of our BRIDGE Communication
apps can be used to darken tiles as needed.  The BRIDGE Communication
Builder app was used to create this board.  As with all BRIDGE Communication
app boards, this WORK PROGRAM VOCABULARY board can be easily customized
to practice of vocabulary in any area and level. Vocabulary practice and review
can be done  independently or with parents, siblings, caregivers,
paraprofessionals, job coaches, teachers, and SLPs in 1:1, small group, or whole
group settings.

Stay connected

We release OUR NEWS regularly, and make frequent posts on
our BLOG.

And as always, reach out ~ we’re happy to help!

Join our mailing list

Sign up for free 1:1 Zoom Meetups with our support team

FREE PRINTABLE COMMUNICATION BOARDS

TUTORIALS: YouTube

Do you like the newsletter? Tell a friend!

Bioprism, Inc.
555 Fayetteville St., Raleigh

North Carolina 27601 United States
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support@gobridgeapp.com
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